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A. Short Answer Type Questions.

[3 x 2 = 6]

1. What are the features of living things ?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
2. Where do plants get their food from ?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
3. How do animals reproduce ?
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
B. Very Short Answer Type Questions.

[2 x 1 = 2]

1. What do plants breathe in ?
____________________________________________________________________________
2. What is photosynthesis ?
____________________________________________________________________________
C. Fill in the blanks with suitable words given below.

[5 x 1 = 5]

Food breathing stomata plants movement
1. Plants breath through the tiny pores under their leaves, called _______
2. ____________ is the most important difference between animals and plants.
3. Both plants and animals need _______________
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4. Animals differ in the ways of _______________
5. _______________ have no sense organs.
D. Write 'T' for true and 'F' for false statements.

[4 x 1 = 4]

1. Humans breathe is only through their nostrils.
2. Birds and snakes lay eggs.
3. Plants breathe in oxygen and breathe out carbon dioxide.
4. All living things are natural.
E. Tick ( 4 ) the correct answer.

[3 x 1 = 3]

1. Which one of the following series contains the things that can move and grow?
a) roof, wall, floor

b) ball, notebook, mountain

c) baby, plant, animal

d) scale, eraser, sharpner

2. Which one of the following is called the food factory of a plant?
a) stem

b) leaves

c) flowers

d) fruits

3. The fish breathe in through their
a) lungs

b) holes

c) stomata

d) gills

F. Match the following columns.

[5 x 1 = 5]

Column - A

Column - B

1. Cat

[

]

a) tadpole

2. Frog

[

]

b) kitten

3. Man

[

]

c) caterpillar

4. Lion

[

]

d) a young boy

5. Butterfly

[

]

e) cub
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